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1. ABSTRACT
The problem of the influence of residual stress on column
strength is divided into two parts. First the formation and distribution
of residual stresses in beams is studied and then their influence upon
axially and eccentrically loaded columns is investigated.
General formulas for residual stresl:!es in beams are developed
for both linear and non-linear stress-strai.n relationships. The stresses
ina plate during the cooling process are calculated and typical
examples of cooling stresses are given for various cross-sections. The
distribution of residual stresses near the end, in particular the length
from the free end to the section where the full value of stress is ob-
tained, was derived from considerations of a plane stress problem. The
effect of plastic deformations and partial relaxations is also studied.
The general theory ofaxia11~ loaded columns with symmetrical
!
residual stress patterns is developed and the effect of different
variables is investigated. Axially and eccentrically loaded columns
containing residual stress patterns with at least one axis of symmetry
are treated by both exact and approximate methods.
In order to correlate the theoretical derivations.with tests,
residual stresses were measured ina number of beams and a number of
axially loaded columns were tested. Experimental verification was thus
established for the case of axially loaded columns.
;
.": .., 2.. INTRODUCTION
...
•
a
•
Nearly every structural member contains residual stresses. By
residual stresses are meant those stresses which. are present ina member
.in the absence of external forces. The resultant of internal forces and
. moments of such members is therefore equal to zero. Some of the more im-
portant types of residual stresses are those due to uneven cooling of
shapes immediately after hot rolling, due to plastic deformations and
due to welding. Then it is desirable to know their influence on
structural behavior.
The influence of residual ~tresses on bending members is
usually negligible; it merely results in slightly increased deflections
without impairing the carrying capacity of the bending member.'l, 4)*
In the case of columns one should expect a rather significant
influence, since an increase in deflections during the loading process
will lower the strength of a column appreciably.
Therefore, it is desired. to findffirst, the distribution and
magnitud~ .0£ residual stresses in column members and e secondly 9 to find a
solution to the ~olumn problem.
The theoretical results of the study of residual stresses and
.column instability can be applied to an arbitrary stress-strain
relationship. An ideal-plastic material was considered in the majority
of specific examples. A parabolic stress-strain curve was used for
* Number in parenthesis refer to the List of References on pagell! 0
••
•
•
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some examples of residual stress 'determination and axial column
instability. ,All tests were madeonA-7 structural steel which resembles
closely an ideal-plastic material.
Comparatively little work has been done on the influence of
residual stresses on column strength o Earlier experimental work on the
influence -of residual longitudinal welding stresses showed no lowering
of the carrying capacity of short axially loaded columns(9). Because of
the shortness of the tested columns and the favorable residual stress
pattern no appreciable influence could be expected in this particular
case'. Important contributions on the strength of axially loaded columns
with'a,symmetrical residual stress distribution were made by Osgood(lO),
and by Yang, Beedle and JolIDston(l). Osgood gave the general derivation
•..
•
..
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while the latter authors had considered the particular case of steel
columns of rectangular shape•. Horne(ll) investigated the axial column
problem by considering the modified stress-strain relationship of the
.material .when residual stresses are present and by applying the tangent
~odulus and reduced modulus theories. Axial tests of annealed and as-
delivered steel columns have shown that the reduction in carrying
capacity is only to a small extent due to accidental eccentricities or
ini Hal deflections. A major factor are residual stresses present in
as-delivered columns.(l2).
Ketter, Kaminsky and Beedle(13) have studied the influence of
residual stress on the eccentrically loaded column. They have shown how
the moment-curvature relationships of columns are influenced by
residual stresses 1'~;;J.l~~I:SQ~t1.QI1~,~··9b~d.ac;.~X:4~'Illg;i.·~9,
the classical inelastic column theory(l4) •
In this dissertation,~ the problem is divided into two parts.
First the distribution and formation of residual stresses in beams are
studied. Then the ·influence of residual stresses upon the behavior of
axially and eccentrically loaded columns is investigated.
Throughout the dissertation the common assumption is made that
bending strains have a linear distribution and that each fiber of a mem-
ber follows the same stress-strain law.
On the basis of the above assumptions simple solutions for
residual stresses in the interior of long beams of any material are
obtained. The conditions near the free ends of beams are investigated
according to the theory of elasticity. The effects of cooling; plastic
..
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deformations and partial relaxati.ons are also studied.
An' axially loaded column of any material with symmetrical
residual stresses is investigated by expansion of the theory referred to
above. .The eccentrically and axially loaded column of ideal-plastic
material with a residual stress distribution of only one axis of symmetry
is inves~igated by the classical method by taking proper account of the
.:.."::
influence of residual stresses on the variables. An approximate solution
is presented which permits the rapid investigation of the influence of
different residual stress conditions for an ideal elastic-plastic
material. This solution reduces to the one given by Jezek for no
residual stresses.(l4)
In the experimental part of the investigation only axially
loaded columns were tested. Residual stresses were measured ona large
number of WF shapes. The stress-strain behavior was measured on column
,specimens of short length (cross-section tests). Thereby the ex-
perimental verification of the theory was established for axially
loaded columns.
~. .'..
In sununary, the 80 lution "to the fo llowing cproblema was
obtained in this dissertation:
1. The development of a generalized theory of residual
stresses in long beams and the application to specific
structural shapes.
#
2.
3.
The magnitude and distribution of cooling residuals in
a plate and the residual stress-time relationship.
The theoretical and experimental behavior of axially
loaded columns containing symmetrical (cooling)residual
stresses.
••
•
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4. The critical stresses of axially and eccentrically
loaded steel columns containing residual stresses formed
by cold bending.
5. . The development of approximate formulas for the ultimate
strengths of beam columns of rectangular shape con-
taining residual stresses.
The theoretical study of residual stresses is taken up in the
next chapters, which is followed by the study of the instability of
axially and eccentrically loaded columns. The final chapters deal with
the experimental investigation and remarks on theory and tests .
•-7
3. GENERAL DERIVATION OF RESIDUAL STRESSES IN BEAMS
3.1 Linear Stress-Strain Relation
If the fibers ofa long beam are subjected to a non-H.near
strain distribution, an internal stress system is necessary to satisfy
both equilibrium and compatibi.lity. These strains, E~ could be due to
such causes a.s uneven temperature dis td.buti.on, de.formations beyond the
elastic limit of the mate.rial, also by prestre.ssing of fi.bers as in a
prestressed concre.te beam. A solution wi.ll be. sought only for the
interior of the beam.
The assumptions for the derivation are the same. as used in the
strength of materials Le. the material is homogeneous and :isotrop:ic,
the fibers follow the same stress-strain curve as the material exhi.bits
in si.mple. tension and compression, previously plane cross-sections remain
plane after deformation of the. beam, and the stress-stra:i.n relationship
is linear and identical in tension and compression.
A beam of arb:!.trary cross-section, as shown in Figure. la, is
assumed to have a non-H.neaT. d:i.stribution of internal strains, E, which.
are constant along each individual fiber (Figure lb). These strain.s
correspond to stresses, EE. At the ends of the bearn, however, boundary
conditions require zero magnitude of stresses. To remove the violation
of the boundary condit:i.ons, stresses of opposite sign have to be
superposed, which is a legit:hnate procedure in theory of elastic! ty •
According to St. Venant's pr:lnciple these superimposed boundary
stresses will become. li.nearily distr:i.buted a sufHci.ent distance away
from the ends.
For. theresi.dual s tre.ss in the interior of the beam we may
then .write the following equation~
•d.. = E[e - (a. + b)l + c)I,)J
-8
(3.1),
where the second term is. t:hec,.e;1;f~"",$S~~ODi'foraplanestrainc di:stribut~on"
Equilibrium requires that the following set of equations be satisfied:
f6r dA. = 0
~
rdr~dA=O
A . (3.2)
..
•
With the aid of the equation (~~ we can now find the three unknowns a, b
and c in equation (3.1) •
fEcdA - a.rEdl\ -ofExdA. - c~E.ydA =0A. ~) A. A'
If we choose the coordinate system such that the last two integrals.
become zero (for E constant for all fibers the origin would be identical
with the center of gravity of the section), a can be determined directly
from the expression
a. =
JhdA
,J EdA
and
• From the second of ~quatie>¥;;p,.~;
AI6t xdA -A.IE[E.X -(QX + bx2. +cyx)]dA=O
fE.sxdA - Q\E)(dA -bfEx2dA -cJEyxdA,=O
A A " po)
(3,3)
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If Eis constant for all fibers, the last two integrals in
equation (3.3) express simply the moment of inertia multipli~d bf E.
Using the third of equations (3 0 2), an.other equation similar to
equation (3.3) is obtained. Writing
the following simultaneous equations
fFE-Xci" - '0 :ly ~ c ~xy = 0
A
rEE.ydA - b "JX'i ~c~x . 0
~ .. ..
'" ..
"Jx =1 E'ldl4., "J'i = ~E)t'ldA,~= (£XYQ~~ .. . ~J .
can be solved fbr band .c,
•
..
Finally substituting a, b, and c back into equation (3,,1)
Equation (3.'4) is very similar to the general beam bending
equation.. Foraxialsynunetry of the section and of the. strain dis-
(3.4)
•
tribution, €, only the first two terms of equation (3.4) remain, which
means that no rotation of the strain plane occurs.
If € is linear of the form € = d + ex + fy equation(3.l) takes
the form~
substituting into equations;.·*~"2) a,b, and c can be determined .
Cl."'" d I b =e I C . .- f
•-10
This result is i.mportant because it shows that no residual
stresses will result from a linear distribution of strains. There. must
be non-line.ari.ty of applied strain in order that residual stre.sses may
form.
An important engineering materi.al~ steel, has a stress-strain
relation that agrees well wi.th the assumptions made. However, beyond the
yield point the strains incre.ase whi.le the stress stays constant
(Figure 2). Unload.ing follows agai.n a linear law at the saIne: modulus of
elasticity as in loading.
Next the strain, E, in equation (3.1) will be assumed to be
such that the yield point was exceeded. Then equation (3.1) takes the
form
6,. ~~[E. - (~+ b',( +c!y)J E~ 6 ay
Of = [6y -E"d +~X ~ d~)] lEe ~6Y (3.5)
. Equations (3.5) together wi th the equi.librium equations(3. 2) wi.ll be
sufficient to solve the problem. A closed general solution cannot be
given wi thout specifying the strain, E .• and the shape of the beam.
If E' is assumed to be a linear be.nding strain, E to be
constant for the elasti.c region, and the x and. y-·axes to be. axes of
"-.
symmetry for the section, a relatively simple solution results (Figure
3). Considering the applied stress to be made up of an elastic stress,
EE, minus the stress that is in excess of the yi,eld point, EE I, we can
rewrite the equation (3.4) as follows:
(3.6)
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where the first of equations (3.6) appli.es in the area j AI' and the second
in the area, A2 , of the cross ~sec.tion. The fibers in the. area, AZ' have
been deformed permanently to the strain, e I •. Equation (3.6) can be
simplified further, when iti.s recognized that:
E.~ = 'L \£f..~d~
,.,
Since the left side represents elastic bending stress which is equal to
Ee. Then
6 r = i \E~~O/:l,
'4t.\
l.
6 r = - E~ + ill\£~'1Q~
"'1-Equation (3.7) indicates that only
(3.7)
the permanent strain, e', causes
•
..
•
residual stress. This result is important.and will be useful in later
developments .
3.2 Non-Linear Stress-Strain Relation
In, the chapter on the axial instability of columns a general
stress-strain law will be considered. Therefore residual stress
equations will be derived in this ection which are also based on a
general stress-strain law. The basic assumptions are the same as
before. Loading follows a non-linear law, but unloading is again
I
assumed to be under a constant slope, E, a behavior typical for
materials .in engineering use. (Figure 29a) The discussion will be
limited to beams where the y-axis is an axis of symmetry (Figure 4).
Similar to the previous development we can write the residual stresses
as the summation of applied stress, cr(e) , axial stress, cra,and bending
stress, crb .
(3.8)
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where the axial stress is given by~
and the bending stress must satisfy the equation~
In accordance with the assumption of linear bending strain
distribution the axial and bending strains are linear.
In the special case of beam bending followed by unloading
equation (3.8) can be written in a more specific form because ab will
..
be linear, and
6,. = 6'(£)- tf6(E.)d~ - i'A \6(~) ydf:t..
A. A
(3.9)
The problem that was solved by equation (3.7) could also be
solved by equation (3.9) since the stress-strain relation of Figure 2 is
non-linear for strains greater than ey '
Application of the equations developed in this chapter will be
made in the following chapters.
•-13
4. FORMATION OF COOLING RESIDUAL STRESSES
Hot rolled steel beams and columns a're widely used in many
types of engineering structur€~s. It is also known that such members
contain residuals tresses. Some of the!se s t:resses are due to non-
uniform cooling during the producti.on process. Others are due to fab-
ricationoperations, such as the stresses due to cold ben.ding which.will
be treated in Chapter 6.
The behavior of a plate. during cooling will now be analyzed.
This will be followed by a presentation of typi.ca1 examples of cooling
residual stresses.
4.1 Resi.dual Stresses Formed. Dur:i.ng fh\e_CooU,ngProcess
As a long plate (cross~section shown i,n. Fi.gure 5) is cooled
from a uniform "high" temperature, TO) residual stre.sses will be set-
up due to the temperature gradient in the material. These stresses will
be a function of t:i.me. Of. particular intere.st is the di.st.ribution of
residual stress after the cooling of the plat.e to a uniform temperature.
At first the temperature di.stribution must be known for any .
time, t. The assumption is made that th~ thermal diffusivity, a 2 , and
thermal conductivity, k, are inde.pendent of temperature. Iti.s further
assumed that Newton I s Law of cooling is applicable L e. the rate of heat
emission is proportion.al to the differencE:\ in temperature between the
surface and the surroll.llndings(6j. For convenience the latter can be taken
as zero, since only relative temperatures ar.e. required.
is:
The partial differ.ential
~T d(~1-T. 'tT\~\:; = ra~ + ~'1,.}
equation of non-stationary heat flow
(4.1)
-14
The boundary conditions are
(4.2)
wherec and hare constants, and n is a direc ti.on normal t.o the surface.
The subscript s refers to the surface of the plate. The rate of heat
emission per unit area is given by
~ (~T)do\: = c. T~ = - K on>
For one-dimensional heat. flow equati.on (4.1) can be solve.d readily(17).
For two-dimensional flow a product solution will be used, which is made
up of the solutions of one-dimensional flow for the x and for the y
direction. We can then write
•
(4.3)
where A i.s a cons tant.
Taking the partial diffe.renti.al of equation (4.3) on the one. hand and on
the other , substituting back into equation (4.1) we obtain:
, 'and
~I,",!" T '0'p" _ 1. (i1 T i ~ \
"rt 12. + li'et -0: \~)(l 2. + \ 'O'I\)
1.Th _ a.l.. 'O\~
'at: - -o'l"L.
(4.4)
, equation (4.4) 1s
identically satisfied and equation (4.3) is a solution.
From equation (4.3) for t- O· and A l/To
A solution for one-dimensional flow is given by the series:
-15
Then equation ,(403) takes the form~
The boundary con4itiona are:
~ T(\),'t,t)-- hi(QI'I,t)
:" T ()( , Co, ~ )- - nT ( )( ,C , \ )
Sult.titutini equation (405) into equation ,(4.6) liv.. ~
n\.\l'f\ to" lU\'\b == b h
Co \A>"" -ton U)~c. - Co~
(4.6)
(4.7)
w~ and~ are determined by the root. of the transcendental e~ation
(4.7).
The coefficient. An. in equation (4.5) are determined from the
initial coniit1on:
Nov that the temperatv.re cliatributioaaa a function of tilil8 baa ..en
atreues due to coolina CaB INa iov••Ulated. Due totbe temperature
41fference. in the plate, DOn-linear .train. will ~ ,roCuce. wb1c~ ..,
be co.,uted froa theexpr•••ion:
T('1l,'1,\)
e.- S~cii
T(o,O/~)
(4.9)
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the coefficient of linear expansion,O(t' and the yield point, 0y' must
be known as functions of temperature. It is also assumed that stresses
and strains are proportional up to the yield point and that from here on
the material is ideally plastic. For the particular plate that is
analyzed below, the temperature relationships of the material properties
(17) .
were based on handbook values (Figures 6b, 6c and 6d);. Equaticm.(4.9)
-
is readily evaluated for the linear relationship of ~t shown in Figure
6c.From the temperature distribution, as evaluated by equation (4.5)
and plotted for a parti~ular· plate:in Figure 6e, the strains, €, can be
computed from equation (4.9). Figure 6f shows a plot of the strain.
distribution over one half of the plat~ width. The basic equation (3.4)
for residual stresses was derived in section 3.1. This equation may now
be used to calculate the residual stresses in the plate for any desired
time. At first the strain distribution as shown in Figure 6f is ex-
15cl'
pressed with the aid of Figures:~ and 6g in terms of stresses as shown
,
in Figure6h. Application of equation (3.~) will give a residual stress
distribution as shown in Figure 6i where the stress 0 may exceed the
~.
yield,ya~~at some points. In this case a correction·i..ill.t!l8~"b6h:l1Uui8'::
• :' : ',. • ~:-,"'';' "!. '.' : ... ,
which will result in a small shift of the base line, The corresponding
equation follows directly from equation (3.4). The procedure is the
same as the one used for the derivation of equation (3.7), The stress
exceeding the yield point is designated by ~o and the residual stress
is then given by:
(4.10)
•-17
. The actual. evaluation of the integrals for the example was made by a
. .
graphica,l integration of. the stresses in Figure 6hresu1ting ina'
. residual stress distribution as for example shown inFigure6k~
Because boa is not known exactly a trIal and error procedure is involved,
howevei,.itwill hardly be necessary to go f~rther than the first
approximation. After cooling the maximum values of~a will determine
the residual stress distribution. Then
", ',",
0; = - A6~ + +~D.Gm/).)(d~
.'. ~ . '.
(4.11)
. .
.Wearenowin a' positi.on .to calculate the residual stress
distributions ina particular steel plate at different times dUdng
cooling. The 4imensions of the plate and the assumed heat flow
constants are given in Figure 6a. The initial temperature was assumed
to be l300oF.. The.assumedmaterialproperties are given .inFigures
6b, 6c and 6d. We can .summari.zethe re.qui.red steps in the) calculati.ons
, .
(
',-
as follows:
1. Evaluate equation (4.5) giving the temperature
distribution at any point in the plate. (Figure 6e.) Note
that the mean temperature through the thickness was used
in order to simplify calculations.
2~ . Evaluate equation (4.9) giving the strain distribution
in the plate (Figure 6£).
3. From Figures 6b and 6e the auxiliary curves of Figure6g
.' .'
are obtained giving the values o£the modulus of elasticity
in the plate. These values wH1be necessary for the
evaluation of equation (4.10).
-18
4. The strain distribution of Figure '6f is converted with the aid
of Figure 6g to a stress distribution as shown in Figure 6h.
5. For each desired time the stress di.stribution of Figure 6h
is used to find the re.sidual stress distribution .according
to equation (4.10). Graphical integration was used in
this example and the resultant residual stress distributions
are shown on Figure 7 for one half of the plate width.
The magnitude of residual stress after cooling is quite small
(Figure 7, t =(0). Because of the vari.ous assumed values of material
properties and the assumptions involved in the heat-flow analysis it
cannot be expected that the calculated stresses will equal exactly actu~l
stresses. However, the general process of the formation of residual
stresses during cooling was exemplifie.d and the numerical results should
allow an estimation of actual conditions.
In the following section the cooling stresses in other shapes
will be investigated by proceeding from assumed strain distributions.
4.2 Typical Examples of Residual Stresses
In the previous section the residual stresses in .a plate were
investigated during cooling to room temperature. A similar analysis of
structural shapes would be much more complex. However, it was shown that
for the final residual stress distribution only the strains gr.eater than
the strain correspondi.ng to yield point is of importance. In this
section the effect of various assumed strains on the residual stress
distribution will be investigated. It must be kept in mind, however,
that the strain distribution is also a function of cross-sectional
dimensions and this makes a direct compari.son between beams of the same
.. .
•
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sh.ape- ..but.,Q£. 4i;£feren.t:·s:ize.'.8~ba.t,.~ealistic .
. • • . • '7 .'.~"
Stresses have been computed by equation (3.4). The assumed
strains and the results of the calculations will now be described.
{a).H-SECTION:
At first a symmetrical strain distribution of parabolic shape
with a maximum value of€o as shown in Figure .Sa is assumed. The
residual stress distribution obtained from equat~on (3.4) is shown in
Figure.8.b, In Figure 9 the
function of depth-width aBd
dimensionless ratio~crr is shown as a
l;;CO
flange-web thickness ratios. Also shown on
Figure 9 ar~test results on sections which had a pattern similar to
that shown .in Figure·... As expected the correlation is only '". !.;.f,,'
approximate, but the general trend is in agreement with calculations.
It also must be kept iIi m:tRd that even the stresses measured in the same
section but coming from different heats are often dissimilar.
Now let us cons!der some other symmetrical strain distributions
and their effect on the residuals. Different assumptions are shown in
Figures 10, 11, 12 and 13 together with the corresponding residual
... ' .',' ,.- .... . ':~~':''''': .-':"~ ...... ' "', ','
stresSe r&t..~Qs.·.J.ll.¥.~~~...~·tfdtt~~~iJ.i~:.~~.r!l! t~:a~c:i~~. .
..... :' ;' . . ""~ ._.~ _'. _.,. ..•••• ~ _~ ..._ ..__ • •..... ~.. • . 1..., .
'. :
stresses resulting from these assumed strain distributions with actual
tests. Suppose residual strain measurements had been made. Then,
dividing equation (3.4) byE and omitting the bending term:
•..
where Er has been measured•
e.. = E. r + C
The strain is
A" .
-20
(4.12)
•
where c is an arbitrary constant, since
er = (ey +c...) - *\(€r+c.)dA == EoV'"
A
This means then that the strain distribution, €, must have the same
shape as the measured strains and the magnitude differs only by a
constant.
Let us now consider some unsymmetrical strain patterns such
as those shown in Figures 14, 15 and 16. The resulting residual
stresses are also shown in these figures. Of interest is the pattern
shown in Figure 14 because the residual stresses are symmetric although
the strains were unsymmetric R However, the initially straight beam
would take on a permanent curvature after introduction of the residual
stresses. (The beams in Figures 15 and 16 would also have a permanent
curvature). This curvature is obtained from the bending term of
equation (3.4):
(b) CHANNEL:
~
b (4.13)
Two distributions of strain,E, are assumed, and the .resulting
residual stress distributiou8 are shown inWigures 17 and 18. The
channels will also be de,f.~~;~~dJ"in_practice, would have to be
straightened,
••
,.
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(c) . ANGLE:
Two different leg lengths are assumed and the results are
obtained as before from equation (3.4) (Figures 19 and 20). Theangles
would also have a permanent curvature.
While. this indirect method ofres:i.dual stress analysis gives
some qualitati.ve results, we must depend on actual measurements to
obtain the residual stress distribution in structural members .
•-22
5. . DISTRIBUTION OF RESIDUAL STRESSES AT THE ENDS OF BEAMS
In Chapter 3 a solution to theresidual·stress problem was
obtained by a similar method as used in the elementary beam theory.
Near the ends of the beam this solution becomes invalid. The theory
of elasticity must be used to describe the stresses.
Considering the end of an H-beam (Figure 21), the web will be
treated as a two-dimensional plate problem. The stresses can be found
from an Airy stress function which satisfies the biharmonic equation
+ + - 0 (5.1)
·.'
,.
The boundary conditions for the web are:
(a.) for x = 0: ax = a(y)
(b) 't'xy = 0
(c) for y = ±C: a = 0y
(d) for x =00: stresses mus t be fini te
The stress function is assumed to be a product of a.
function of x and a function of y. In order to be able to express
a(y) at x = 0, the stress function will .be:assumed as follows:
co
¢. = I "'i'(\ cOSO(V\ 'I
\'\:0
Then
(5.2)
'1.
f()¢y\
- cf'n 'I. 'f\ cos (')(n V6'l(n f 'Oy2. -
<5 =or '()L¢", _ 1\ (5.3)y.VI c.os CJ.. VI y'j'n '() )(.'2. -
•
'C f?J~'n .'/..'
't:'J .,.;== - r?JY,1Jy" Q( V\ V'I si Y'\ d..y\'I
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where .~ is found by substituting the stress function into the bi-
harmonic equation (equation~~l).Xiais then determined by thefol~owing
ordinary differential equation
\/''1/ -·2 '2. v'\
" V\. ()( V\ " V\ 4+ 0(", '/.'" = 0 (5.4)
The solution of this equation gives Wlder consideration of the boundary
/
condidon (d):
'. -..
Writing cln ~n =»n,the coefficients Dn are determined from:
co
6", I· - O('j) = - L. Dn C.Os. Q(.y\ y
~=o . ~:o
C2n is determined from the boundary condition (b)
00
Lxyl .. 0 = [(C2V\ -- c\V\ O(V\)()(~ stn O(YlY
~"=O \'\=0
(5.5)
...
'. ,.
(5.6)
. '.'
This is satisfied for c 2n = c1nO(n=Dn/0I.. n0 .To fulfill
boundary condition (c). at y = ± C,. cosO(il~ must" be zero. This would be
.. , . satisfied if CX~~ = nlfl2, where n=l,3,5 3 : ... Finally we can write:
:~
..
. (507) .
••.
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Let us considetan example for further discussion of the
probl~. Consider a beam web as shown in Figure 22. Taking
6('1)
we can write this expression as a Fourier series of period 4c:
6(y)=- ~ [~ +(t -\) cos 'l~y- 3; cos i~ y + .. ~ (5.8)
By comparison of coefficients of a(y)
o
we obtain:
..
D - I -- D - ('2... -\) D - - ~ ~ 0 = h - - 0o -"'fuo I ,- n I?>- ::!>tr Vo /.·.· 2. u~- . .,-
." -~ ..; .
~J!.:J:l,"''';:';' .
and by substitution into equations(5q;i}th2 final distribution may be ob-
tained as shown in Figure 22.
At y=±' c , fly = - 1/2 0'0' This stress may be removed by
applying ay = 1/470 •. The other stresses wi.ll not be changed by this.
The normal stresses rapidly approa~h uniformity. The
distribution of the shearing. stresses at the edges y = + c (junction of
the web ~ith the flanges) indicate a required length of about x = 4c to
obtain a uniaxial stress condition.
Using the concept of superposition, the residual stress
distribution is obtained by removal of the boundary violation (see
Chapter 3). Thereby o(y) is removed from the free end and in the
interior we obtain the residual stresses by the superposition of the
constant stress with o(y).
••
•
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Tl\usan app&'oxiDl&teaolut1oll1u8.be~-foWld,fortile distance
from a free~nd where equation (3.4) bec.omesvalid.
A comparieon with solutions of the shear-lag problem, where
O'(y) is introd.ouceci asa stresa in the- flanges, shows that the required
distance for zero shear ie about the same(8)o Therefore it may be
aasused that for peactically all residual stress distributions the
required dis tance- 11 the same.
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6. RESIDUAL STRESSES DUE TO PLASTIC DEFORMATION
In this chapter residual stresses due to mechanical
deformations (for i.nstance gagging) will be i.nvestigated in steel beams.
In Chapter 4 it was stated that residual stresses are the result of
permanent deformations of parts ofa beam section. Consider a
rectangular steel beam initially without residual stress (Figure 23).
Bending whichresul ts in yielding of fibers will leave ,resi.duals in
thebeam(5).
Since the strain distribution is line.ar, direct use may be
~ade of equation (3.7). We can therefore write:
and dlz.
<Jr =~ \0.'1(::1- -I)" Q'Jd j '/0 ,
'/0
or after evaluation of the integral:
and
(6.1)
(6.2)
Equations (6.1) and (6.2) give the residual stress for any fiber as a
function of y , which is a measure of the plastification of the section.
a
Next let us consider a beam of rectangular corss-section that
contains initial residual stresses, cr ., which are symmetrically
r~
••
4.
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. distributed (Figure 24a). If the beam is bent beyond the elastic limit,
the applied stresses may be obtained as shown in Figure 24b. In this
figure the initial residual stresses have been subtracte.d from the yield
points in tension and compression; thereby the limit at which yielding
is reached is determined as indicated by the curved lines in Figure 24b •
. Due to the initial residual stresses, the yielding processh unsymmetric.
The total stresses in the beam before removal of the bending moment are
given by the addition of initial residual stresses~ari' and applied
stresses, a (e), (Figure24c). The bending stresses, orb' due to the
removal of the bending moment must be subtracted from the total stresses
in the beam before unloading in order to obtain the residual stress. The
resulting stresses.are hatched in Figure 24c and give the final residual
stress distribution which is redrawn in Figure (24d).
In the same way let us consider axial deformation in a
rectangular beamcontai.ning the same initial stress' pattern as before
(Figure 25a). The yield limit is indicated in Figure 25b. Super-
position of a uniform stress will result in a total stress distribution
shown in Figure 25c and the final stresses are shown in Figure 25d. By
sufficient plastic deformation it is possible to wipe out completely the
initial stress pattern.
Now let us consider another example of an H=beam, an example
that was used in section 4.2 (Figure 14). Due to the unsymmetrical
residual stress pattern, a bending of the beam resulted and the'
.corresponding curvature amounted to 0 =~ To obtain a straight beam
a permanent curvature of the opposite sign must be introduced. In
produc don mi lls this is done by "gagging" D a straightening process
done by application of a
..
..
..
.~: .
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set of concentrate:d.forces. FrQ'mthe M-Iil relationship of the beam
with initial resid4al stresses the required curvature.and bending
moment to insure straightness after deformation can be obtained (Figure
26a). From the required bending moment the applied stress cr (€) may be
determined (Figure 26b). The unloading bending stress crb is elastic.
The final residual stress distribution ~s obtained from the addition of
cr (€), 0b and the initial residual stress (Figure 26d).
While the previous beam was bent about the weak axis let us
consider as a last example the problem of a beam bent about the strong
axis. Again the stresses have been determined before in section 4.2.
~1,";.';":.·_.
(Figure l~),,,,, The procedure is exactly the same as before. The steps
~." ~{. ~ :,"",
and the result are shown in Figure 27 .
If an infinite curvature would be applied the cooling stresses
would be completely wiped out and only cold bending residuals
corresponding to a full plastic moment would remain. (1 )
In this chapter it was shown how residual stresses due to
cold-bending can be calculated. It was also shown how the presence of
initial curvature and initial residual stresse.scan be taken into
account •
••
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70 .SOME SPECIAL. PROBLEMS
In this chapter some special problems in connection with
residual stress distribution will be considered. Reference is made
throughout to Chapter 3, in particular equation (3.4).
Residual Stresses in a Plate When E is Variable:
From an academic point of view it is desirable to know the
influence ofa variable modulus of elasticity. It is assumed that E
y2
varies according to'Y E = E (l-k70 ) . The strain distribution is
o r;k
assumed to be parabolic as shown in Figure 28a. Substituting into
. ~?;p~'"
equa tion ("3#Jt)we obtain
.. ( r. ~( '12.. ) 40- 2 \< J0'( = Eeo 1- K bzJL, \- 4- b2- - 60- 5\(
In Figure 2Bb the stress distribution is plotted for various values of
k. Residual stresses become smaller with increase of k, which amounts
to a greater rate of change of E.
Residual Stress in a Plate when the Stress-Strain Relation is Non-Linear:
A simple stress-strain law of the form a2 = K€ is assumed
(Figure 29a). The strain distribution is the same as in the example
above (Figure 28a). Omitting the bending term in equation (3.9) we can
wri te for the residual stress:
Oy = 6Ce.) - t rQ(E.)d~
to.
Expressing
obtain
a(€) by the given strains and the stress-strain law we
•.,.30 .
. In Figure 29 the residual stress distributi,on is plotted for the
. '.' parabolic and the linear stress-strain relation, Because of the
differe~ce in the stress-strain relations a comparison of the two curv~s
has little meaning,
Now let us consider the same plate under unsymmetrical strain
distribution (Figure 30a).
y \ )2-
E,.= Co (d + T
and
and
.where the curvature is~ -:~
and the bending stress is given by
Finally from equation (3.9)
•
I ).l.(Y \6" = ~K c:o 'l. d + 2"
•..
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. . . .
.'J.'be "Ulwill Mvli DO reulidulaletresseliJ Jaunt will Mve a permanent
curvature. ftlis result CaD. Dsaadcip£tsci. aince foll.' a pall.'alDoUc
variat1en of strains {F:tgure30a) the corres,onclliugstrel!lS variation' 11
linear (r1aurs 3Gb). In order to satisfy equilibrium the section
D1st deformi~T.h~corresponding stresses Qa and abare linear, because
they are obtained from the unloading stress~strain relation (Figure
30c). The superposition of Figure JOb and 30c gives zero stresses.
Change of· Residuals Due to Partial Release of Stresses
Suppose a plate has an initial residual stress distribution
as shown in Figure 31&0 Then the plate is reduced in width and the
problem is to find the: residual stre$S distribution a.fter cutUng.Again
the general equation(3.4)may be used. A rotation and axial deformation
will take place as shown in Figure 31b by the dashed line. To calculate
the final stresses (shown in Figure 3lc) it is only necessary to
substitute the initial stJ;ess, Gri' for E€ in equation (3.4). By
measuring the deformations due to successive cuts it is possible to
obtain a picture of the initial stress distribution•. This is used in
several methods of residual stress measurement(2).
Residual. Stress Distribution in a T-Beam That Bas Been Obtained by
Splitting of an H-Section:
.~ 'Thed1mansions and assumed residual stress distribution of the
H-beam a.re shown in Figure 32a•.;' As in the previous example the residual
stress distribution after cutting is obtained by substitution of the
original residual stresses for E« in equation (3.4). Due to the uno
.balance of resi!iua1 stress by cutti11& .rotation will take place. The
final .stress distribution i& shown in Fl;ure 32b.
..
•
•
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8. COLUMN INSTABILITY - AXIAL SYMMETRY
8.lGeneral Theory
Let us consider an i.nitially straight stee.l column of axially
symmetric cross-section and likewise syrmnetri.c residual stress pattern.
If this column is subjected to axial loadi.ng certain fibers will. reach
.....-
the yield point earlier than others, thereby reducing the bending
stiffness.
When an indefi.ni.te number of deflec.ted positions beside the
straight position become possible, we say the column is unstable. For
axially loaded columns free from residual stress instability occurs when
the Euler load, PE, or the tangent modulus load, Pt , is reached, depending
on the slenderness ratio and the stress-strain curve of the material •
The derivati.on presented below is for axi.ally loaded columns
containing syrmnetric residuals and is based on the following
assumptions:
1. Plane sections remain plane after deformati.on.
2. Cross~sectioDl and residual stress distribut:ion have axial
symmetry. '*
3. .Residual stresses are constant along each fiber.
4. Load is applied axially.
5•. Ends of the column are pinned.
6. General stress-strain curve.
The H-column shown in Figure 33a contains residual strains, €r
(Figure 33b). Then axial strains are added until a position is reached
where the column takes an infini.tesimal bent position (Figure 33c). As
!n th~ de.r!vati~n of_the .:§uler_diff~rent!a1 e9uati.~n,
* Unsyrmnetrica1 residual stress distributions are treated in Chapter 9.
••
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equilibrium will be considered for the bent position:
Pu = )o)(d~ = ~ (<J- 0o.)d~
t.. . ~
P = \adt\
A.
The stresses,.cr, in the column are of course a function of the strain
distribution (Figures 33b and 33d).
For infinitesimal bending(lO)
Pu = r ~(5'~dp.. = rE(E.)A€)(a~ = -~E(E.)¢)(1.ap..~J ~ . ~
since
we finally obtain
p u.+ J.\ ~ E(€.)x2.d~ = 0
A.
(S.l)
In the case of a linear stress-strain diagram equation (S.l) reduces
to the Euler differential equation of elastic buckling. For a general
stress-strain relation equation (S.l) is somewhat cumbersome to solve.
Taking the idealized stress-strain curve of steel (Figure 2)
the integral in equation (S.l) is readily evaluated: (1)
(S.2)
since E = 0 for the part of the section that has yielded, the integral
reduces to Etimes the\momEi~t~'!Of inertia of the part of the section
,I .,' ~ -~.
which is elastic.
_~)o;".' •
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Knowing the residual stress pattern and the stress-strain
curve of a material , the load at wnichins tab.i1i ty will occur is given by
p = 11"'2. Ei.I
I!-
or
L6c.r = 1'\
where, in general
EL = ~ \ E\ld~
A.
and for steel
E. = L ~I. [:; I
(8.3)
(8.4)
(8.5)
(8.6)
• In the case of steel another approach to the problem is possible by ob-
taining the modified stress-strain relationship of a piece containing the
same residual stresses as the column (Figure 34A). Due to the presence
of residuals the stress-strain curve is no longe.r linear up to the
yield point. The proportional limit is reache.d when ° = 0y - ore'
.Above this stress the strain is given by (Figure 34,B).
(8.7)
The average stress is obtained from the integration of the
applied stress (Figure 34,C)
(8.8)
...
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In a H-section, for instance, when the flange edges have
reached the yield' poirit Oy, the stre.ss is:
b/2.
O~. = 6, - ~e ~Xo - ~\Or)< d~
'1..0
(8.9)
, Equations (8.7) and (8.9) give the stress-strain curve of an
H~specimen containing residual stress. The tangent modulus is obtained
by differentiation:
where
•
•
d6 __\ (41- ..l)d6rxo and
cl ~o - A. 1:)(0 -\- Wa d)(o
and therefore
(8~10)
SinceE t is a function of xo ' it is now possible to express
E. in terms of ,the tangent modulus.
1.
For strong-axis bending of an H-section:
•
For weak-axis bending
(8.11)
(8.12)
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For stresses below the proportional limitE t = E) and Ei = 10 Thus it is
possible to obtain a column curve directly from the stress-strain
relationship measured on a short specimen containing residual stress.
For a rectangular beam Aw = 0 and since the strong and the weak
axes are rotated 900 for the rectangle with respect to the H-section:
(8.13)
(8.14)
•
Figures 35 and 36 give diagramatic stress-strain relations for
H-sections at various stages of loading. The curves depend on the
residual stress distri.bution and conse.quently on the s!'!-quence of yieldin.g.
For instance the flanges yield completely before the web starts to yield
for the residual stresses shown in .Figure 35. On the other hand in
Figure 36 the web has reached yielding before the. flanges have become
comple.tely plasti.c. The average stresses) howeve.r) will reach the yie.ld
level at a strain
(8.15)
test. With
•
according to equation (8.7).
The residual stress magnitude and distribution in the flanges
may be reconstructed from the stress-strain. curve of a cross-section
cry) E) Et,and E: given by the test data, crrxo may be
determined from equation (8.7) for discreet values of E, and the
corresponding value. of Xo may be obtained from equation (8.10). A number
of distributions of residual stress thus calculated are shown. in Figure
37 and are compared with measured residual stresses. Their agreement is
very close.
..
•
•
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.8.2 Effect of Different Variables on Axi.al Instability
The following major variables will be considered in this
section:
1. Stress-strain relationship
2. Axis of bending
3. Shape of section
4. Residual stress pattern
All these variables are interrelated with the length of the column as a
common variable. The influence of each of these will be investigated
and the results will be p:cesented in the usual form of column curves.
Let us consider first a rectangular section with a residual
stress distribution as shown in Figure 38a. The stress-strain curve
is assumed to be parabolic as shown i.nFigure 38b and given by the
equation: a2 : Ke, where a value of K = 8 x 10 ksi 2 was used .
Then
E =~ = ~. ( ~ )~ = ~ ~
where from Figure 38a
(8.16)
(8.17)
The effective modulus for bending about the x'-axi.s is obtained from
equation (8.5)
(8.18)
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Substituting equation (8017) into equation (8016) and the latter into
equation (8018) we obtain by integration of equation (80l8)
,
\ + ,I 3CS(, )~
2.:\ 0;, +~ l
'~ 300 )'~ j\ - - ...
'l.. 0'0 + <:5'"
(8019)
(8020)
For bending about the y-axis:
'ell dfz.
E\y= ~~, \ \ E~2dl<d1
-~2. -qt
substituting E ~quation (8.16~ into equation (B020) and integrating:
(8021)
•
...
If no residual stre~ses were present, Ei = E (equation 8016). Equations
(8 .. 19) and (8.21) are plotted in Figure 38 as a.function of aero
It is now possible to solve equation (804) for L/ro The
results are shown in Figure 38do The difference between strong and
weak axis buckling is small and the reason for this is that Eix differs
but slightly from Eiy for the chosen example. However, the residual
stresses influence the critical stress in the whole range of slenderness
ratios. By reversing the residual stress pattern (tension stresses to
compressive stresses and vice versa) higher critical stresses than for
the condition of zero residual stresses can be obtained (Figure 38d,
reversed pattern) •
..
•
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Using the same section and residual stress distribution as
. before (Figure 39a) let us find the column curves for steel "members with
an idealized stress-strain curve (Figure 39b).
Then for bending about" the x-axis, from equation (8.6)
(8.22)
and for bending about the y-axis
(8.23)
•
The average stress in the column above the pseudo proportional limit,
ay - 2aro , is
<Ocr - ~ - ~ f()dt\
fl..
or
substituting into equations (8.22) and (8.23) we get
..
and
(8.24)
(8.25)
••
•
#
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Equations (8.24) and (8.25) are plotted in Figure 39c,
Finally, as before, the column curves are obtained (FiguI'e 39d). For
no residual stresses in the column the Euler curve is the solutionunti.l
O'er ='rJy, which is also the critical stress for shorter columns.
Contrary to the previous example, residual stresses influence the
critical stress only in the lower and medium rangf2\ of slenderness ratios.
A reversal of the sign of residual stresses would still result in
column curves below the curve for zero residual stresses. The latter.
column curve is therefore the optimum.
Now the influence of variations ,in the residual stress
pat~erns will be investigated. Let us consider an H-column under
dif;ferent assumptions of residual stresses in the flanges as shown at
the top of Figure 40. Tneweb stresses are assumed to be constant and
of a magnitude sufficient to satisfy equilibrium. The column curves for
the different assumptions are also shown in Fi.gure 40. From these
curves it is obvious that a large area of compressive residual stress
acting at extreme di,stances from the, be,nding axis (distribution! and IV,
for example) will have a pronounced effect on instabU,ity. It will also
be noted that", cri tical s tresses for s trang-axis buckling are higher than
for weak axis buckling.
The influence of shape can be demonstrated by comparison of
the column curves for a rectangular shape (Figure 39d) with the column
curves for theH-column (Figure 40, distribution III). For the
rectangular shape the critical stresses for weak-axis buckling are
higher than for strong-axis buckling, just reversed from the r'esults on
the H-shape.
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If loads are applied eccentrically or, on the .other hand, if
residual stresses do not have axialsynunetry and the load is applied
axially, a simple solution is not possible. It is necessary to assume
deflections in order to arrive at the final deflection curve by
successive approximations. In general the procedure is very similar to
the classical method of solution by Karman(14)0 Approximate solutions
are obtained by working with assumed deflection curves thus reducing the
amount of numerical work.
9.1 General Method of Solution
At first no particular restriction will be made as to shape of
column and stress-strain relation. However, it will be assumed that
deflections are synunetric with respect to the center and that the ends
are pinned. Residual stresses will be assumed to have at least one axis
of synunetry and it is also assumed that torsional buckling will not occur.
Let us consider an eccentrically loaded column as shown in Figure 4la. '
Strains in the column can be described by the maximum compressive
strain, €c' and bending strains, (Ix (Figure4lc). Now follows the most
tedious part of the solution that of calculating internal forces, P,
and moments, M, for various assumed values of Ec and ~, for which the
stress-strain relation '{Figure. 4lb) has to be used. The results of
these calculations, can be plotted as u-~ and p-~ curves where Ec is a
common parameter and u is the deflection plus eccentricity (Figures 4ld
and e). Eliminating Ec ' the three variables' u, P, and (IJ can be
combined into one graph (Figure 4lf). It is now desired to find the
critical length for a column of given eccentricity, e~ and load Po
..
•
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A deflected shape, u, must be assumed (Figure 4lg). Entering Figure 4lf
with the value u, a value O2 is obtained for the given load P (Figure
4lh). By double integration of O2 another deflection u2 is obtained,
that contains the length, L, as parameter. This process can be repeated
until un = un + 1 from which L is obtained~~l':
...
To get the critical length, Lcr ' it is necessary to vary the·
magnitude of the center deflection, uo ' and go through the same process
described above until the maximum value of the length has been
determined(14).
Residual stresses influence the u-p-0 relationship, otherwise
the procedure is the same as· for a column free from residual stresses •
The procedure of determining the critical column length when
the magnitude of the load and residual stresses are given may be
summarized as follows:
1. Determine P and M for various values of €c and 0. Calculate
u = M/P.
2. Plot P-0 and M-0 graphs, where E!c is a parameter for both.
3. Combine the two graphs into one u-P-0 graph by elimination
of E: c '
4. Assume a deflected shape of the column (ul).
5. From the u-P-0 graph determine O2 for given P.
6. Continue the process until un = un + 1· .
7. Determine the critical length by variations of the
magnitude of the center deflection. The maximum length
obtained on this process is the critical length.
..
•
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9.2 Buckling of H-Columns
The general method outlined in the previ~us section will now
be applied to the .spe.cific solution of an H-column containing cold-
bending residual stresses in the flanges. Buckling will only be
considered for the weak direction. A practical reason for this
limitation is that H-columns that bend about the strong axis fail by a
combination of flexural buckling and torsional buckling. An aSYmmetic
residual stress pattern in the flanges would increase the possibi.lity
of torsional failure and this subject is beyond the scope of this
dissertation.
The column to be investigated has a cross-section as shown
in Figure 42a. The flanges are assumed to have a residual stress dis-
tributi.on such as is shown in Figure 42b. These stresses are assumed
to be constant along the column. The residual stress distribution was
obtained from equations (6.1) and. (6.2) by substituting b/4 for Yo' In
other words, it was assumed that the plastic de.formation during prior
bending extended halfway to the web. Also shown in Figure 42 are~:lle
assumed material properties and the stress-strain curve (Figure 42c) •
. First, it is necessary to calculate the axial load and the
bending moment for various assumed values of compre,ssive strain, €c'
and curvature ¢) (Figure 42d). For a large. number of combinations
of these two parameters (xl/b ~ 1/4) we can write after integrating and
simplifying:
~ ~~ - ~ ~ ~ Ec. {6b l:L_e - 4 O. (,5f, - 2. b + \. '075 b" +( r -:- F )( b + 0.5) -y y ~y
¢b (o")!: X~) '(k ~)'J
- 2. £'1 •c..o - b'l. +?;. €"y - '2. E.'1 '
(9.1)
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and
. 'i. '2.-(~_.dUt)
where -l. =Ey slJIy is a measure of the distance from the flangeb '2.15 + c0-
. <:''1
center to the beginning of the plastic zone created due to the applied
loading. The results of the calculations are presented in Figure 43
where the three essential variables u, P, and ~ are plotted with the
common parameter €c. We can eliminate €c as indicated in Fi.gure 43 by.
the dashed lines and get a direct relation between u and ~ with P as
paranieter as shown in Figure 44.
Now we are ready to apply the numerical procedure outlined
in the previous chapter. A sample calculation~ is shown in Figure 45.
Finally the results can be presented in the conventional form as column
curves withtbe eccentricity as parameter (Figure 46). Of course these·
column curves are valid only for the assumed residual stress-distribution.
Also shown is the elastic solution of the second order stress problem
(secant solution) with the outer fiber at yield point stress.
9.3 Approximate Solutions
The numerical procedure to obtain (L/r)c.r. is a very tedious
one•. An approximate solution may be obtained more rapidly by
assuming the ·deflected shape of the column. Then it is only necessary
to vary the magnitude of the center line deflection to obtain the
critical slenderness ratio. The relationship between the variables, P,
u and ~ (Figure 44) is of course the basis of the whole method.
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~ Let us assume a sine curve for the deflected shape of the
column•.Then the curvature at the center is given by
....
and from this
or from nondimensional terms of the variables:
lblit'L=-
"fEY 0
€y
(9" 3)
Solving by trial and error or by differentiating equation (9.3) with
respect to Uo and setting zero of the derivative we obtain Lmax = Lcr "
From the derivative of equation (9.3) we get:
uo-e
b (9.4)
Then equation (9.3) can be solved directly for the critical
length by substitution of Go and Uo values obtained from the solution
of equation (9.4). The results of this approximate solution are shown
... ,.,'
in Figure 46 by the open circles for :iu~:~~la~. values of P/Py •
Another curve frequently used is a partial cosine curve
(Figure 47). The procedure of course is the same as before. For this
curve:
-\
COS ~~D (9.5)
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The approximate. solution accordi.ng to equation (9.5) is also
shown in Figure 44.
In spite of the simplification obtained by assuming the
deflection curve, the work required is still considerable, This is
especially true if the effect of several residual stress patterns is
desired, since the tedious calculations required to plot Figure 44 must
be made for each stress pattern. In the following, a relatively simple
solution will be obtained for a rectangle containing cold-bending
residual stresses. This ide.alization should gi.ve good results for H-
sections with an eccentricity or moment in the plane of symmetry of the
section normal to the web. The residual stress distribution is assumed
to be piecewise linear and constant along the length of the column.
The other assumptions are the same basic ones as have been used through-
out.
There are two basic. types of possible stress distributions.
The internal stress distribution due to axial load and bending moment
will be either as shown in Figure 48b (Case I) or Figure 48c (Case II).
".,. ;
(yielding can also take place on the tension side). The rate of change
of the residual stress at the outer fiber is given by the angle, ':f .
By assuming the deflec tion curve to be a sine curve wi th the
maximum deflection, vo ' at the middle we have only to consider the
critical section at the center of the column. The total moment at the
center is Mb = Puo + :mo (Figure 48d) where rna can be due to end
moments, to eccentrically applied forces or lateral forces, the only
restriction being that the moment diagram be symmetric with respect
to the center.
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It is possible to express from the internal stress distributions
the internal forces and moments as followso*'
Case I
p = pC 1>0, ')(,)
Mo= Mo(¢o I )it )
7T~¢o= l: u.o
Case II
p = P ( ¢l:I I \( I) ~2.)
~..\ - Mo (¢o I 'I." )(2.)
)(2. =)(2. ( ¢o I )(,)
(9.7)
where xl and Xz are measures of the distance from the section center to
the beginning of plastic zones created due to the applied loading. The
other terms have been defined before. The zero subscri.pt refers to the
section at the middle of the column. -For both cases I and II the
equations can be reduced to one equation by combining equations (9.6)
respectively (907). The resulting expression will be a function, F,
•
F = F (Uo I L I ? ) :; 0 (9.8)
In. order to obtain the critical length, Lq , we must determine the
maximum value ofL = L (Uo) 0 The condition for an extreme value of L
is obtained from the implicit form of the variables (equation'908):
or (9.9)
which defines the cri tical deflection. After substituting equation
(9.9) into equation (9.8) we obtain finally
.. F - F( liP) = 0
*'See the Appendix for a detailed derivation
(9.10 )
..
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The analytical evaluation of equation (9.10) gives as a result the
followingequations~
(9.11)
~r= 40\0 . ··(fc.r ~(L)2.
""""Pb <Jp + fE'f b + 31\~ r .
. Case II
(9.12)
where 0p is the pseudo proportional limit 0y - 0rc.
Equations (9.11) and (9.12) are the solution to the problem. They must
be solved by trial and error. If no residual stresses are present we
MUS t set 'j'= 0, and C1p = C1y • Then equations (9 .11) and~9.J;~12) take the
form:
(2.;; ~ \)
Case I
Casell
(9.13)
(9.14)
•
. .
After rewriting in a slightly different form equations (9.13) and
(9.14) are identical with. the solution given by Jezek(14).
A simple limit for the range of applicability cannot be
given for equations (9.11) and (9.12) because of their complexity.
The following will aid in the estimation of that limit. If case I
applies but equation (9.12) ·for case II was used· the actual critical
slenderness ratio and critical stress will be larger than the computed
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values, If on the other hand case II applies but case I was used the
actual critical slende.rn.ess ratio and critical stress will be smaller
than the computed values.
For sh~rt columns (L/r about 50) equations (9.11) and (9.12)
do not hold since the applied stresses would have a different
distribution than assumed. However, for the limiting case L/r = 0 the
stability problem reduces to a stress problem and the influence of
residual stress is wiped out for full yielding of the section. Then for
an H-section.
(9.15)
and for a rectangular section
,
(9,16)
The interpolation of critical stresses for short columns between
0<: L/r< 50 can be done without great error.
Of particular interest is the application of.this approximate
solution to the problem solved previously by the more exact methods.
The results of these, calculations are also shown in Figure 46~ All
approximate solutions are in very good agreement with the "exact"
solution. AtL/r = 0 the approximate solution for the rectangle gives
the largest difference, This is due to the difference in column shape.
(shape factor of section),
..
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10 , EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION
In order to determine how well the various theoretical
solutions developed i.n the previous chapters are confirmed by actual
behavior, residual stresses were measured, coupons and "cross-sections"
were tested, and experiments on WF columns carried out, A summary of
the tests performed is given in Table 1,
All measurements and tests were conducted at the Fritz
Engineering Laboratory, Lehigh University, . Residual stresses were
measured by the sectioning method, cross-sections and columns were
tested axially in an 800,000 # capacity Riehle universal testing machine.
Only as-delivered and annealed WF sections of steel rolled to ASTM A-7
specifications were used in the experiments,
10,1 Description of~
.. Residual. Stresses:
The sectioning method(4) was adopted for the measurement of
residual strains because of its simplicityo Longitudinal strains were
measured over a 10" gage length by a 1/10~000 Whittemore strain gage on
a series of holeso A standard 10 inch mild steel bar was attached to
the specimen to observe changes due to temperature between readings .
. The average error in these measurements corresponds to about ± 600 psi 0
Following an initial set of readings on drilled and reamed holes serving
as gage points, a second set of readings was taken after relaxation due
to sawing,
..
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tross-Section Tests:
In order to predict th~ axial column .strength from the tangent
modulus of a stress,,'strain. curve that Includes the influence of
residual stress:t a slrn.ort length of about 3 to 4 times the depth of the
section was' used to measure th.e stre:ss-strain relationship at the middle
third. Strains were measured. by both bonded electrical resistance gages
(SR-4s) and dial gage arrangements. A typical setup for a cross-section
is shown in Figure 49. A qualitative picture of the yielding process·
was obtained by the flaking of the mill scale made clearly visible by
whitewashing the specime.ns wi. th hydrated lime. The load was applied in
appropriate increments up to the maximum and the specimen was strained .
further undl reduction of carrying capacity occurred due to local
buckling. For a detailed de.scripti.on of test procedures and
tec.hniques see Refere.nce (12.) 0
Column Tests~
The columns were tested in the same screw-type testing machine
as the cross-sections. In earlier tests the axial load was applied
through knife edges(l5). Later tests were made on cylindrical bearings
of specially treated steeL Figure 50 shows a typical set-up.
Strains were measured by SR-4 gages at the center and near
the ends. .Deflec tions were measure.d wi th dial gages at the quar ter
points and at the cente'c of the columns. End rotations were. measured
with a level bar-dial gage arrangement(13). (Figure 50).
The alignment was made by trial' $.nd c.he·c'kedbY t~e S]loo4 and
deflection gages. Acc.idental eccentricities were eliminated by
relative movement of the column bases wi th respee t to the. base fixtures.
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Uneven bearing could be partially corrected by the movement of wedges
in the base fixture assembly. The effect of initial curvature was
. partially reduced by application of a slight eccentricity. Mostcolumns
had an out-of-straightness of less than 1/16" per 10 feet. (Table 2)
The load was applied in appropriate increments which were
determined from a load-deflection graph plotted during the test. The
tests were continued beyond the maximum until the load had dropped to
about two-thirds of the maximum value. In weak axis tests this drop
occurred quite suddenly. Whitewashing of the as-delivered columns gave
a qualitative picture of the development of yield lines. The presence
of some cold-bending yield lines could not be avoided, but in most cases
the center part of the column was substantially free from cold bending
as evidenced by an undisturbed mill-scale pattern.
To study the effect of cold-bending, an initially curved
member (Figure 62) was subsequently stressed into the plastic range.
J.,oaded as a simple beam with equal loads applied near the ends, the major
portion of the member was subjected to a uniform moment (Figure 62). The
beam was unloaded when the deflection was sufficiently large to assure
a permanent set which would offset the .initial deflection. The
de.flections after unloadl.ng h.ad less than one half of the original
magnitude. of initial deflections. A column was cut out of this beam as
indicated in Figure 62 and tested under axial load.
10.2 Test Results
Table 1 lists the types and number of tests performed in the
experimental program. The following is a brief presentation of
results. The latter are discussed and compared with the theory in
•..
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Chapter 11,
Residual Stress~
The results of residual stress measurements on WF shapes are
presented in Figure 51. The stresses were calculated from the strains
using an elastic modulus, E, of 30 x 10 3 ksi.
The di.st:!:'i.bution of the average stresses of the flange edges
and the flange centers along a aWF31 beam is shown in Figure 52a.
The same beam was also used to study the length required to retain the
residual stress patte.rn in the center of a cross-section when cut out of
a long beam. Figure 52b gives the" relationship between the length of
the cross-section and the average. stresses at the flanged edges and the
flange centers .
While. the above measurements were made at portions of the
beam that showed no evidence of cold-bending (like flake.d mill scale),
measurements on an 8WF3l shape were made at: a section that showed such
evidence. The results of these measurements and the lines of flaked mill
scale are shown in :Figure 53.
Cross-Section Tests~
A typical set of stress-strain curves obtained from a cross-
section test made. on a.s-delive.red material is shown in Fi.gure 54. The
strain at which the section should theoretically reach the yield stress
level according to equation (8.7) is also indicated. The average curve
for a large numbe.r of compression coupons is also shown.. Thebehavior
of an annealed cross-section is shown in Figure 55 together with the
..
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average compression coupon curve .
Column Tests:
All columns were tested under an axial loading condition.
Test results of as-delivered column speci.mens are shown in Figures 57
and 59 on a non-dimensional basis. (The"approximation" curves will be
described later.) The yield point, 0y' in these curves is based on the
value of_the corresponding cross-section test. If the slight elastic
{
deflections are attributed to equivalent initial curvature (sine curve
assumed) or eccentricity of the columns the values listed in Table 2
result. These values will be important for judging the relative
influence of initial column deflections and eccentricities versus the
influence of residual stresses.
The irtfluence of cold-bending upon axial column strength was
also studied. Figure 62 shows the initial deflection of the 5WF15 1/2
column after cold-bending under a uniform moment. The column test
result is presented in Figure 63. A column of the same section was
tested in as-delivered condition and this result is also presented in
Figure 63 for comparison.
•..
..
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11. REMARKS CONCERNING THEORY AND TESTS
In this chapter some comments will be made on the theory
. . . ",
'presented, the tests and their correlation.
11.1 Residual Stress:
A linear distribution of strains across the total section of a
beam does not produce residual stress. It was shown in Chapter 1 that
r!!sidual stresses are always due to permanent deformation of the
virgin material. These plastic deformations can occur during cooling
.or they may be introduced by a mechanical process.
The plastic deformations during cooling are dependent on
. "arioU8 factors, the most important ones being cooling rate, temperature
distribution, material properties and specimen dimensions; and.all of
these factors are interrelated. Measurements have given a good pict~re
of strain distributions ina large variety of shapes (Figure 51). The
.majority of .shapes exhib·ited a strain distribution which was approximately
aparaboJa.With this evidence a reasonable strain distributiori can be .
assumed for a qualitative analysis. ' The influence of dimensions can
then be studied if the influence of size on the shape of the strain
distribution is negligible. Obviously this condition cannot be assumed
for all shapes. However, the agreement of measurements with theoretical
predictions is fair for shapes that contained the same type of residual
stress distribution (Figures 9 and 51) •
The length measured from a free end of a beam (no res~dual
stress) to the section where the full magnitude of residual stresses is
'.
•
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present was found to be approximately twice the depth of a column
(Figure 22). This value is larger than one would expect from St.
Venant's principle because the column is of open cross-section. The
measurements, made along a beam as well as measurements made at one
section while the beam was shortened by successive cutting, indicated,
that for practical purposes a length equal to the depth of the, beam is
sufficient (Figure 52). Only normal stresses were involved in these
measurements. Figure 22 shows that for a length equal to the depth of
the section the normal stresses are almost uniform. Therefore the ex-
perimentalresult,is in agreement with the theoretical predictions.
This short length is of importance in two respects: (a) The residual
stresses due to cooling may. be assumed to be constant along the length
of the column without appreciable error since the end zones containing
variable stresses are short. (b) The length of a cross;'section test
sp~,cimen'should' be at least two times the larger cross -sec tional
dimensionplus the gage length for which the stress-strain
relationship is to be determined.
, Residual stresses due to cold-bending about the weak axis
of an H-beamgeometrically similar to an 8WF8lohavebeen calculated'
theoretically (Figure 26). Measurements were made on an 8WF3lbeam
in a region that contained evidence of cold-bending in the form of
yield-lines. The original residual stress pattern of the 8WF3l is
shown in Figure 5l t the stresses in the cold-bent region are shown in
Figure 53. The theoretically predicted distribution is in good
agreement with the measurements.
••
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11.2 Axial Column Instability
It was shown in Chapter 3 that for axial symmetry of
residual stress and loading a relative simple solution is obtained.
For a material with a pronounced yield point (steel) the solutions for
weak and strong axis buckling showed a pronounced difference for the
lower slenderness ratios (Figures 39, 40, 56 and 58). A comparison of
as-delivered and annealed cross-section test results shows clearly the
influence of residual stresses on the stress-strain relation (Figures
54 and 55). The theoretical predictions of non-linear behaviordf
as-delivered specimens is in complete agreement with theoretical
expectations (Figures 35 and 36).
The stress-strain diagrams of the cross-section tests were
used to compute the column curves in Figures 56 and 58 in accordance
with the theory developed in section 8.1 •
Measured residual stresses were approximated by mathematical
expressions. The column curves were then calculated in accordance with
the theory developed in section 8.1 and are shown in Figures 60 and 61
for strong and weak axis buckling.
Figures 56 and 60 shows that the column curves for the
strong axis (calculated (a) from the stress-strain relations of cross-
section tests, and (b) from an idealization of the measured residual
stress pattern) are well represented by a parabolic curve. Figures 58
and 61 show that the column curves for the weak axis can be
approximated by a straight-line in the inelastic range. Since in the
literature both curves have been suggested as empirical column curves,
..
..
..
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now, for the first time, a theoretical justification is given •
Since the curves were based on test results, they probably have
reflected empirically the influence of residual stress (Figures 57 and
59) •
Accidental eccentricities also lower axial column strength.
Table 2 shows equivalent eccentricities and initial deflections (based
on assumed sine~curve) as calculated from the load deflection curves
recorded during the test. These values are all very small and would
only account for a relatively. ..small reduction in axial column strength
for the tests reported here. This is demonstrated in Figure 59 by
comparison of annealed and as-delivered columns.
For the non~linear stress-strain relationship considered in
Figure 38 the difference. between weak and strong axis buckling strength
was small. However, the residual stresses influence all slenderness
ratios. By reversing the sign of the residual stresses shown in
Figure 38a it is possible to increase the column strength above the
strength for zero residuals. For steel columns this is not the case.
"The opt~mum strength is obtained in the absence of any residual
st;resses.
The residual stress pattern has a pronounced influence upon
the buckling load.. In general the larger the area of compressive
residual stresses acting at extreme distances from the bending axis
the greater the reduction in bending stiffness and thereby in column, ..
strength. This is illustrated in Figure 40 by comparison of the
hyperbolic wi ththe parabolic residual stress distribution. The
••
•
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column curve with the hyperbolic pattern is considerably lower. As long
as the sum of the applied average stress and the maximum compressive
residual stress is lower than the yield point the residual stresses have
no influence (Figures 39, 40,and 46). For a rectangular se~tion the 8£-
fective modulus, &iy' reduces to the tangent modulus, Et , for the
stress-strain relationship caused by residual stress.
If the residual stress pattern has no axial symmetry, then
the load at which the column starts to deflect may be considerably
lower than the maximum load. The method of solution for this case is
the same as for eccentrically loaded columns. Calculations have been
made for a cold-bent pattern assumed to be constant along the length
of the column. (Figure 42b). An 5WF18 1/2 column in as-delivered
condition (which was cold-bent as indicated in Figure 62), was
tested axially. The test re.su1ts can be seen in Figure 63. Although
the residual stress pattern assumed in the calculations does not
exactly correspond to the measured pattern in the 5WFlS 1/2 column
the trend predicted by the theory is also observed in the tests (Figure
63). Namely, that the critical stress for the straightened column was
higher than for the as-delivered column"fo:r. L/r < 2,0.
11.3 Instability of .Eccentrically Loaded Columns
The solutions of the eccentric column problem are shown in
Figure 46. The.secant solution, which does not include residual stress,
ecis unsafe for the eccentricity ratio rr =.1 within the medium column
range (60 <. L/r <:. 120). The approximate solutions are in very good
agreement with the "exact" solution. The approximate solution based
on a rectangle gives satisfactory results rapidly. In reference 13 the
"•.
•
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solution of the eccentric column problem is given for a symmetric
residual stress pattern. In Figure 64 this solution is reproduced •
Also shown are points calculated by the approximate theory. The
agreement is very satisfactory. The angle ~ , a measure for the change
of residual compressive stress at the outer fibers, is the most im-
portant parameter for the strength of the eccentrically loaded column.
The rest of the distribution is of importance only if the eccentricity
is either very small or very large or if the slenderness ratio is small,
(Compare the applied stresses in Figure 42d).
The yield point is an important factor in the inelastic
strength of steel columns. In the cross-section tests a variation of
the yield point up to ± 10% from the average 36 ksi .has been observed .
Therefore, for short columns (L/r ~ 40) the variation in yield point
can amount up to about 20% variation in critical stress. This
influence diminishes with increasing slenderness ratio.
* **** *
With the aid of the theory presented in this dissertation
it is then possible to solve both the axial and the eccentric column
problem when residual stresses are present in the member.
Further research is desirable to obtain experimental
verification of the theory of eccentrically loaded columns. The
development of a solution taking into account.combinedbending and
torsional buckling is also desirable.
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12. SUMMARY
1. . Residual stresses in columns are forme.d as a result of
permanent deformation of certain fibers during the cooling process, or
due to plastic deformation during fabrication, etc.
2. Residual stresses in long beams and their deformations are
determined by one fundamental equation (equatlon 3.4) and modifications
thereof. This theory is based on the same assumptions that are used in
the elementary theory of bending of beams.
3. At the ends of the beams the theory does not apply within a
length of about twice the larger cross-sectional dimension (Figure 22).
4. The magnitude and distribution of cooling .residual stresses
depend on shape, initial temperature, cooling conditions, and material
properties.
.. 5 . The influence of residual stresses on the stress-strain
•
relationship can .be predicted theoretically and is also observed in
tests (Figures 35, 36, 54 and 55).
6. The average value of the static yield point of all column
wide-flange shapes is 36,000 psi compression (maximum value 39,800 psi,
minimum 31,400 psi).
7. The magnitude of the influence of residual stresses upon
column instability is found to depend on various factors:
(a) the distribution and magnitude of residual stress
(b) the loading condition (axial-eccentric)
(c) the shape of the section
(d) the axis of buckling
(e) the stress-strain relation of the material.
8. Axially loaded columns made of a material with a definite
yield point (mild steel) show a reduction of strength due to residual
stresses. However columns whose total stresses do not exceed the
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yield point will be unaffected by the presence ofre.sldua1 stresses
(Figure 39),
" 9~ The straight-line column cllirve for the inelastic range, of
•
•
axially-loaded co1umns j as found empiric.al1y almost half a century ago
by Tetmajer, has been justified for the .first time theoretically by
the consideration of residual stresses,
10, Columns of a material. wi thout a. de.Hnl te yield level, and
.with a continuously curving stress-strain diagram, show an influence of
,
residual stress for the. whole ran.ge of L/r. For such materi.als, and
for certain residual stress distributions, a higher buckling strength
can be achieved than for zero residuals. (Figure 38).
11. The critical stresses for columns with equal end eccentricities
. and for axially loaded columns where residual stresses have only one axis
of symmetry. can also be predicted (Figure 46). Note that by this
theory the. secant solution is "unsafe" for ec./r 2 = 0.1 and L/r'> 60.
12. The exact solution of the e.ccentric column is very cumbersome.
An approximate method has been deve.loped which permi. ts a rapid
calculation of cri tical s tresses (Figures 46 and 64) •
••
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A P PEN D I X
APPROXIMATE SOLUTION OF RECTANGULAR BEAM COLUMNS
In this appendix the derivation is made of the approximate
solution of a rectangular section containing resi.dual stress and
which is subjected to axial loading and a symmetric bending moment.
The assumptions are stated in section 9.3 and are not repeated here.
Case I:
Axial equilibrium requires that at the center of the column
the following equation must be satisfied:
bh \(, .
. ~ = f[0).+ Ef( ~ -ll})( .I- f[0;. ...¥ -Ex,('f +<p.l -.-E¢'~d)(
'l, -biz.
from which follows after integration and combination of terms
and solving for ~i
)(, = - !- + 2 6 p b +E\ftr - ~E('P+ ¢o) (A. 1)
•
..
MOment equilibrium at the center section requires that
bh
~ = ~ ~ + ~ = [~f'+ ~ E'fb))(- E'f)(~d)l +
Y, ¥, .
+ f[(jp+ t£'fb -h,()'+!6.1)X +£¢. X~d)(
-biz.
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After integration and combination of terms we can write the following
function:
If'l.
Where 46=--2 Uo -is from the assumed sine deflection curve. TheL .
partial derivative of F with respect to Uo gives:
(A,3)
•
Expressing Uo from equation (A.3) and substituting into equation (A.2)
we finally get:
from which equation (9.11) was directly obtained.
Case II (Figure 48c):
As above we write the equations for axial and moment
equilibrium at the column center:
..
t.t'l.
~ = I[6'p + E)O(~ - .lt~d)(
'1, ..
~\
+ [16'p + 1- EY'b - E 'I.,('j +¢o) +E~~d)( +
-'Itt
-b/2.
+ f[6"\) + E'f(Jt - )(~d~
-\/~
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from which follows after integration:
However, xl and x2 are related to each other by geometry (Figure 48c):
solving the two equations simultaneously:
.'
Y. = a'p + ±E\f>b
, E( 'P +¢o)
p (Ao 4)
(Ao 5)
•
•
The moment at the center of the column 'equals to:
'bh
~ =~ lAo + ~ = [[Co'p + ~E'Pb))( -EfX~d)( +
".
'l/, -bh
+ r[~{S"p + t E'fb) -EX\('f+¢o~X +E~.. )(~d)( + 1~6p+-1E)Db)X -EYX}iX
-~ -~
from which follows:
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where as before (10 is a linear function of uo • The partial derivative
ofF gives:
.. . ;.. . (A. 7)
•
Expressing. U o from equation (4.7) aadsubstibtting into equ~tiol1 (A.6)
we .finally ge't:
. .
from which equation (9" 12) was di~ee;:t.ly obtained•
•"
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FIGS. 19 and 20: RESIDUAL STRESSES DUE TO
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FIG. 21: WEB-PLATE OF WF SECTION
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FIG. 23: COLD-BENDiNG ·STRESSES IN STEEL BEAM
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FIGS. 24 to 26: INITIAL. RESIDUAL STRESSES AND PLASTIC DEFORMATIONS
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FIG. 33: AXIALLY LOADED COLUMNS - NOTATIONS
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FIG. 38: AXIAL INSTABILITY - PARABOLIC STRESS-STRAIN CURVE
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Fig. 49: Cross-Section Test Specimen
Fig. 50: Typical Column Test Set-up
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NOT A T ION S
thermal diffusivity
cross-sectional area
area of the unyielded part of the cross section
area of both flanges of WF shape
integration constant
approximated web area
flange width
plate dimension,a constant
depth of Hsection between center lines of flanges
eccentricity of loads
Young's modulus of elasticity
tangent modulus
effectivemo~tti$
a. constant
momen t 0 finer tia
moment of inertia of the unyielded (elastic) part
JE(y)y2dA
Athermal conductivity
total length of a pin-ended column
slenderness ratio
moment
moment due to lateral loads on column
load on a column
critical load on a column; in the case of axial load alone it
is Pe for buckling in the elastic range
Euler buckling load for a pin-ended column
tangent modulus load, the load at which bending of a perfectly
straight column may commence
axial load corresponding to yield point stress across entire
section
heat emission per unit area
radius of gyration in the plane of bending
flange thickness, time
temperature
deflection in x-direction
web thickness
distances from the center to the beginning of the yielded area
coefficient of linear expansion
unit strain'
reference strain
maximum compressive stress
strain corresponding to the yield point
normal stress
proportional limit stress
pIA applied average stress on a column
. residual stress
residual stress at flange edges
residual stress at flange centers
residual stress at web center
residual stress at web edges
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yield stress level; average stress in the plastic range·
rate of residual stress variation
curvature,Airy stress function
panel length
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